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DISPOSITION: STIPULATION ADOPTED

I. THE APPLICATION

On December 15, 2006, Portland General Electric Company (PGE) filed, with
the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Commission), an Application for Approval to
Transfer Property Associated with the Bull Run Project to Western Rivers Conservancy
(Application). The Application was based upon approval from the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) of a Settlement Agreement between PGE and twenty-two
other parties to surrender the Company’s license for the Bull Run Hydroelectric Project (Bull
Run Project). FERC granted PGE’s application to surrender the Company’s license for the
Bull Run Project on May 24, 2004.1 The underlying Settlement Agreement mandates a
transfer of certain decommissioned Project Lands to Western Rivers Conservancy (Western
Rivers). PGE observes that “[i]n granting PGE’s application to surrender its license, FERC
did not exercise jurisdiction over PGE’s agreement to transfer property to Western Rivers,
but noted that PGE remained bound to perform this obligation under the terms of the
Settlement Agreement.”2

PGE’s Application requests the approval to transfer approximately 729 acres
of PGE’s property in the Sandy River Basin in Clackamas County, Oregon, except for lands
associated with Roslyn Lake. The Application indicates that this land is an integral part of
the river ecosystem that requires environmental stewardship.

A prehearing conference was held in this proceeding on September 16, 2008.
At the time, PGE indicated that a settlement of all issues in the proceeding had been reached.

1 Order No. 477-024.
2 Stipulation, p. 1.
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Documentation of the settlement was initially due on October 31, 2008. PGE filed the
Stipulation on December 15, 2008.

II. THE STIPULATION

The Stipulation (Attachment A) indicates resolution of all issues related to
PGE’s Application. The Stipulating Parties assert that the Stipulation is in the public interest,
and they recommend and request that the Commission adopt it.

1. Land Transfer

The Stipulation attaches as Exhibit A, a Land Transfer Agreement between
PGE and Western Rivers Conservancy. Western Rivers will pay to PGE thirty-eight percent
of the appraised value of each parcel of land at the time of transfer to the Department of the
Interior.

The Stipulation indicates that, “Western Rivers intends to perform the work
necessary to have these parcels, and other parcels in the Sandy River basin, acquired by the
Bureau of Land Management, Department of the Interior for habitat restoration, perpetual
management of the lands, and recreational access to the lands river.”3 The Stipulation further
states that, “[w]hen each parcel is sold and transferred by Western Rivers to the Department
of the Interior, Western Rivers will receive as payment the then appraised value of the land.”

2. Accounting

PGE will accrue the amounts paid by Western Rivers in PGE’s property sales
balancing account for later refund to customers.

3. Reporting

PGE files semi-annual property sale reports, typically in February and August
of each year. Beginning with the report filed in or around August 2009, PGE will list the
former PGE parcels sold by Western Rivers with the appraisal and sales price for each parcel
(the Western Rivers Parcels Report). The Western Rivers Parcels Report will also identify
all parcels transferred by PGE, but not yet sold by Western Rivers. PGE will provide the
Western Rivers Parcels Report to the Stipulating Parties. The Western Rivers Parcels Report
will be discontinued once PGE has received funds from Western Rivers for all transferred
properties.

III. DISCUSSION

The Commission encourages Staff and parties to voluntarily resolve issues in
a proceeding to the extent that a settlement is in the public interest. Staff and all parties in

3 Id. at 2.














































